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How are firms Getting Data Management Right?
7 Components of the Data Capability Assessment Model

1.0 Data Strategy & Business Case
2.0 Data Management Program & Funding
3.0 Business & Data Architecture
4.0 Data & Technology Architecture
5.0 Data Quality Management
6.0 Data Governance
7.0 Data Control Environment
DCAM - Data Capability Assessment Model

Foundational Layer
Core components of your data management program – establishing the data management strategy; aligning the key business case; building out the elements of the program; and ensuring sustainable funding.
Execution Layer
These represent the foundational capabilities that anchor your data management program...Data architecture; technology; data quality and data governance
Collaboration Layer
A successful data management program will enable what is referred to as a “data control environment”. A data control environment demonstrates governance over the entire data management lifecycle – from acquisition of data thru to consumption. And ensures collaboration with all the existing control functions across the organization.

8.0 Analytics Management
- Additional Component
- Consistent Structure
- Consistent Glossary and Style
- Use if Relevant
CLOUD DATA MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY WORKING GROUP (CDMC)

Current Member Overview – Q3 2020

50+ Organizations and 160+ participants currently engaged in CDMC including:

4 Major Cloud Providers, 30 Financial Industry Organizations, 6 Consultancies, 10 Technology Providers
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